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National economic planning in socialism and the comprehensive 
system of production and investment plan.~ing in industry at 
the level of the national economy, the industrial branch~s and 
the induetrisl enterprises as a component of national economic 
planning (long-term prognoses, long-ter:n, medium-term and an
nual plane) 

1. Planning and the planned character of development constitute 
indispensable components and characteristic features of all 
phenomena and processes in a socialist society. Thie applies 
to the development of the productive forces and the relations 
of production as well as tc ell spheres of the social super
structure (the state, social organizations, ideology, educa
~ion, culture etc.). 

Planning and the planned character of development in the most 
comprehensive sense represent characteristic features of so
cialism. 

These characteristics of planning and planned development 
evolve as the transition to socialism proceeds and as the 
building of eocielism ie being inc~easingly completed. Thie 
development involves creating the presuppositions and condi
tions necessary to develop ar.d improve planning. 

Some external attributes of planning - particularly those re
garding the instruments and mathematical-economic techniques -
may already develop in social systems prior to socialism. How
ever, the social and economic benefits that can be derived 
from the application of such instruments and t~chniques are 
limited, if planning is understood exclusively as the applica
tion of any such teclmiques and if the 9et of social, pc!itical 
and socio-economic conditions renders planning in a comprehen
sive way impo~sible at all or restricts its application. 
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2. One of the general tasks of planning ~onsists in elaborat
ing the objectives as well as the ways and means of future eco
nomic and social development. 

Though this is a perfectly correct statement, it does not com
prise the political and socio-econoffiic content of planning, 
moreover it results in a number of conclusions which are of 
general importance for planning the national economy as a 
whole as well as all its elements: 

- A scientific forecast of the objectives ae well aa the ways 
and means of future economic development is only possible, pro
vided that the laws underlying the social and economic develop
ment are known and increasingly made the subject of scientific 
inveatigation. 

That presupposes recognition of the fact that such la,.-e exist 
and that it is po&~ible to understand them with a view to mak
ing conscious use of theb1 in planning the national economic 
development. 

- To recognise the need for more detailed knowledga of these 
laws makee great demands upon analytical activities. 

Analysis as an integral part of national economic planning 
must not be restricted to a description of the current devel
opment of the national economic reproduction process and all 
its compo~ents (in its relevant aggregation or desaggre£~tion) 
and of the level of development achieved so far (in particular 
by means of relevant statistical indicators). Analysis has to 
answer the question about the reasons for this development, it 
has to provide as full explanations as possible. 

What particularly matters is the investigation of really exis
tent and essential interrelationships of cause and effect and 
the factors influencing these interrelationships. 

In order to reflect these interrelationships and their changes, 
national economic analysis has to utilize a system of qualita
tive indicators (coeffici~nts) 8S well 8S methods of statistics 
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ai~d operations research (e.g. analyses of correlation and re
gression, factor analysis, input-output tables etc.). The re
sults of analyses enable econol!li.sts to arrive at conclusions 
for the future development. 

- The knowledge of causal and functional interdependencies in 
the process of reproduction as well as their c~es, which is 
acquired in this way, comprises the totality of the mode of 
operation of the laws to be described; it does not, however, 
give full particulars as to the concrete operation under given 
circumstances. Information provided by analysis expresses but 
tendencies. 

Consequently, planning based on these tendencies could nrovide 
only outline trends as to the economic development. For de
~ermining ~he targets this would necessarily involve taking 
into account comparatively iarge tolerances. The range of 
tolerances would ~~come ever larger as planning extends to 
cover wider time horizons. 

To some extent, such a procedure is justified in drawing up 
long-term plane (15 - 20 years), and in formulating the,first 
draft outlines in the case of medium-term plans (5 years). 

On the other hand, planning cannot be restricted to devise 
such tendencies. 

- Analytical activities have to reveal how the concrete modes 
of operation have affected the economic laws and to what extent 
these laws have made themselves felt quantitatively under given 
circumstances. In addition to that, econom~sts have to study 
whether, in these modes of operatioc, there are any changes 
apparent which may have some importance for the future opera
tion of economic laws. 

Thus it is possible to draw conclusions for the future economic 
development, which in turn makes it possible to reduce the 
ranges of tolerance in fixing targets. 
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At the same time, however, we have to recognize that a 
stochastic element is inherent ir. all p~~ceeses of social and 
economic development. The demand to f ~x target function in 

any case and to meet exaggerated requirements with regard to 
accuracy ie not in line with existing conditions. 

Orientation data for lo:ig-term EUld l'A1ediu.'!l.-term planning which 
have been acquired in this way provid~ a sound basis to de
velop and perfect the pattern of standard norms for plar..ning. 

- In predetermining the targets of economic development, the 
ranges of tolerance can be further reduced by taking into 
consideration information on such processes that were started 
in the past and will be completed only in future; attention 
should also be paid to such processes which are characterized 
by continuity and long-term effects (the development of sci
ence and technology, population growth, reproduction of fixed 
assets, implementation of large-scale investment projects 
etc.). 

The imy~ct of decisions taken previously with regard to plan
ning is the greater, the shorter the period is which is cov
P.red by the plan. 

However, such activities are always likely to be selective 
in character and have to be limited to the major links in the 
national economic reproduction process. 

- Lastly - and this is a point of vital importance - the mental 
anticipation of an economic development that does not yet 
exist in reality has to be accomplished bearin_s in mind the 
goal and the deci8ive tasks of overall social development, 
to complete the building of socialism and to gradually prepare 
the transition to conununism. 

The unity of the goals set and the means applied to achieve 
the objectives of social and economic development are ex
pressed in the main tasks as adopted for example by the XXIV 
Party Congress of the Communist Party of the USSR and the 
VIII Party Congress of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany 



in the German Democratic Republic. The conscious manner in 
which the major tasks were drafted, substantiated and have 
been implemented in planning expresses by means of pla!1lling 
the social interests ot the working class and those classes 
and social strata in alliance with the workers. 

It goes without saying that these interests are linked with 
the objectively existing laws of social and economic devel
opment, but, at the same time, they are also directed at 
making conscious use of these lews in the interest of build
ing the socialist society. 

Thie eho~e clearly that the subjective factor does play a 
role in planning and why planning is a task of vital political 
importanct.. 

Recognising the existence and the operation of this factor-and 
the necessi -~y to take it in tr, account in planning, we realize 
that the iiea ot reducing planning to·a sequence of mathematic
al operations is not in keeping with reality and is, there
fore, bound to fail. 

Thie does, by no means, exclud~ that various fields of mathe
matics may be usefully employed as instruments in planning. 

J. The tasks of planning as a real social phenomenon under 
socialism are not restricted to predetermine the object·ives 
and means of the future economic and social development. 

An essenti~l feature of plEpllling is the organizing and mo
bi.'.izing role it plays - in the moat f;eneral sense. 

Essentially th• objective ~oundation of this role of planning 
is baaed on the mode. of operation of the economic laws of 
socialiBllls 
Economic laws exist and manifest themaelvea in ~he activities 
of people and in the relations into which they enter with one 
another in the proceaa of social production and reproduction, 
and which are of baaic importance for all dpherea of aocial 
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life. They are ex-pressed in the indivir:~~al activities of 
masses of individual personalities tha: society is composed 
of, as well as in such relationships ~etween peo~le that are 

typical of the society concerr.ed. 

Hence the utilization of the economic laws of socialism in 

planning the national economy deme.r..ds 

- to start from such social patterns of thinking and behaviour 

as are typical of eocial~5m and 

- to exert influence on these pa~terns of thinking and be
haviour in order to provide a larger scope for the economic 
laws of socialism and with a view to ensuring ever fuller 
compliance with them. Thie aim is t) be pursued in ~on
junction with complex, scientific, political-ideological 

and professional as well as technical education. 

Thia leads to the following c<. .:clusione necessary to under

stand planning under socialism: 

- The elaboration of the plan has to incorporate not only all 
the knowledge, experience and interests of classes and strata 
of society as weli as those of large work teams and the people 
that they consist of but also ~he elaboration of the plan has 
to be borne by the working people themselves. This includes 
the representation of the interests of working people by the 
central state planning authorities as well as the submitting 
of plan propose.le and improved current plans "from bottom to 

top". 

The elaboration of the plan is a task for the whole of socie
ty, it is not a matter fore small number of specialists. 

Viewed from this angle, plan elaboration is a gigantic task 
of organization and mobilizat~on, the content of which is to 
predetermine the future econom: c end social developmer1t. 

- Planning is not completed with the elaboration and approval 
of the plan documents. The utilization proper of the economic 
laws takes place within the realities of economic processes 
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and developments, i.e. in the process of implementing and 
fulfilling plans, which includes a constant follow-up and 
analysis of results achieved. 

The every-day operative man~ement and implementation of eco
nomic policies ae_well as the decisions made to this end are 
baaed on the plan; in fact they represent the final stage of 
finalizing and concr~tizing the plan and thus assume a planned 
character. 

Within the process of actual economic development, the elabor
ation of the plan, its finalization and implementation 
coalesce, and this process requires the deliberate activities 
of the whole of society. 

The structure and the mode uf operation of management dnd plan
ning under socialism have to meet these requirements. To en
sure this, there must be one overall principle to act as a 
guideline for the further perfection of this syster·. That is 
the principle of democratic centralism. 

The essence of democratic centralism is that, under social
ism, the interests of society as a whole as well as collec
tive and individual interests have both common objectives and 
common foundations; hence these interests can and must merge 
to form a unity ir. planning (planning being regarded here as 
the unity of elaborating and implemen~ing plane) with the ]n
tereste of society as a whole given th~ primacy. 

There are concepts that amount to the erroneous alternative, 
namely, that in building and perfecting socialism the choice 
is between cent~ally managed and centrally planned economy 
or one that is ~unctioning on a "decentralized" foundatio,~. 
Such concepts -:-·esul t either from ignorance o~ tne essence of 
democratic centralism or they endeavour to deny this principle. 
They either overlook or deliberately reject the fact that so
~~alism and socialist aconomy constitute e homogenoue and 
consistent s~stem which is characterized by socialist owner
ship in the means of production and the elimination of the 
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exploitation of lilFlil by man and that this organism is not, un-
1ike capitalism/imperialism, split by internal antagonistic 
c~~tradictions. 

If planning is to ~eet the requirement of acting as an organ
izing, mobilizing and stimulating factor, there has to be 
another organizing force that ie borne by the working people 
themselves, thus forming an iiltegral part of socialist s~ciety 

In these countries w~ere the working class has taken over po
litical power and has been building socialism paving the way 
for the gradual transition to building comnunism, the nucleus 
of that force is represented by the colllDI'.lllist and working
class parties. In.addition to these there is the socialist 
state power in these countries, and lastly we have to refer, 
in this connection, to tbe mass organizations of the working 
people, particularly the trade unions. 

4. National economic planning under socialism has to achieve 
far-reaching tasks in predetermining the objectives as well 
as the ways and means of economic development which includes 
org~nizing and stimulating all working people. To accomplish 
this, a well-organized planning system is required. 

There are at least three angles from which to regard its basic 
structure: 

- The object of planning is the national economic reproduction 
proc6es as a whole including all its elements. 

Thie requires planning the main proportions of t!.e national 
economy and their development which is expressed in a system 
of national economic balances. 

National economic planning and planning with reference to 
branches of industry and industrial enterprises also comprises, 
among other things 

• planning the output as well as the distribution of produc
~ion, 
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• planning labour force, ite structure with regard to occupa
tion, qualification and productivity, 

• planning the circulation and utilization of raw material, 
material and power ae well as the development of stocks of 
raw material and othe~ kinda of material, 

• planuing the reproduction of fixed assets and investments, 

• planning research and development, 

• planning the effectiveness of social production, 

• planning wholesale and retail trad~ in ~~e field ~f con
sumer goods and supplies t.o the population, 

• planning the spheres of social conaumption and.services and 

their d~velopment, 

• planning the development of living star-dards and social ser

vices for the population, 

• planning export9 and imports, 

• planning prime costs and prices as well as the formation, 
redistribution and utilization of financial funds. 

What matters in planning is no~ only to include all these 
partial spheres of reproduction, but above all the interre

lations existing between them. 

The planning of the national economy by sectors and branches 
in the fields mentioned is supplemented by planning according 

to the territorial strt4~ture. 

In all fields the requirements and effects of rapidly devel
oping socialist economic integration have to be taken into 

consideration. 

- Planning is carried out by a ayatem of management operating 
at different levels and eomprieing the whole of society: 

• At the top of this ayatem there ia central state planning, 
which is carried out by the supreme people's representa
tion (parliament), the Cr>unoil of Ministers and vario•·s 
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ministries on the basis of th~ decisicns taken by the com
munist a.~d working-class parties of the countries concern~d 
which act as guidelines for future developments. The State 
Planning Commission is an organ of the ~ouncil of Ministers. 

• Classed next are those managerial bodies which are reepon
si ble for major economic unite (branches of industry, in
dustrial combines) or territorial structural units (re
gions, di~tricta) • 

• Classed next are entei~rises and institutions which can 
carry out planning down to the specific job. 

As the socialist planned economy has been developing, the 
basic struotural pattern along the three levels outlined has 
become prev•lent. 

All these level•.perform planning functions and cooperate in 
the process of elaborating and implementing plans. 

In accordance with the principle of democratic centraliBDl, 
the superior managerial body holds the right to giv~ instruc
tions to the one that is classed next. At the s~e time the 
latter is not only entitled and obliged to cooperate in plan
ning at the higher level, but it is responsible, above al , 

for the efficient management of planning the reproduction pro
cess at its own level. 

Cooperation between the various levels is effected by 
• such an allocation of responsibilities that the processes 

to be planned can be properly controlled and all problems 
arising oan be settled in a complex way and with a high de
gree of competence, 

• a variety of detailed mutual information during the process 
of plan elaboration, implementation and preparing the 
statement on plan implementation. 

- Plana are elaborated for different time horizons - virtually 
on parallel lines. 
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The main ~~tegories of plans are 

• long-term plans covering a period of approximately 15 years, 
• medium-term plans covering five years, 
• annual national economic plane 
• operating plans for periods lees than one year. 

Whereas long-term and medium-term plane contain t~e strategy 
of economic development, annual and operating plane are in
struments serving the inmediate organization of economic ac
tivities. The fo:nner are necessary to provide a clear Qrien
tation and outloo5.for the latter. On th€ other hand, the 
latter are necessary so that planning does not end at the 
stage of drafting strategies but turns into a reality that 
will make for social and economic development. 

The interrelation between the former and the latter is ensured, 
among other things, by subdividing the five-year plan into an
nual plans and by elaborating amiual plans on the basis of 
statements from the five-year plan; at the.same time such 

• 
amendments as may have become necessary cw1 be made,which in 
turn leads to improve the five-year plan. 

Within the system of planning, five-year plane increasingly 
tend to hold a central position. 
- The vario~s structural aspects of the planning system as 

outlined above are interlocking and overlapping. 

5. The mode of operation of this planning system has to be 
directed at maintaining or bringing about - ever better and 
faster - the conformity of collective and individual inter
ests of the working people with social requirements, which 
play a primary roles this is to be accomplished on the basis 
of the requirements and po••ibilities provided by the social 
and economic development. 
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The social requirements concerning the c~velopment of the na
tional economy are formulated in the ell-inclusive na~ional 
economic plan. The elaboration and ioplementation oi a na
tional economic plan, in which social requirements and the 
personal and collective interests agree widely, is possible 
o~ly, if close connection is brought about between central 
state macagement and planning of the national economy, eelf
responsible planning at the level of enterprises and institu
tions and t~e initi~tivee of the working peopl6. Thie inter
locking demands that administrative and economic methods, in 
p'!lrticular economic accounting, should be applied simultaneous
ly and jointly in national economic planning. 

To elaborate thei~ plans, the indust~ial enterprises and other 
bodies responsib13 for managing economic units are provided 
by bodies at a higher level with 

.- basic orie4tation data on the development of their scope of 
responsibility in the plan period, 

- state plan tasks, 
- standard norms and indicators of economic accounting which 

indicate the conditions of economic efficiency in the sector 
concerned and 

- specific instructions. 

The basic task in the further development of the system of 
management and planning the national economy is to bring about 
the ever better integration of economic incentives into the 
planning system; thus all the orientation data, indicators 
and standard norms given will provide for high efficiency in 
the national economy without any contradictions. In this way 
those enterprise8 and working people that meet social require
ments will derive economic advantages, while, on the other 
hand, deficiencies in plan implementation caused at the level 
concerned will entail economic disadvantages. 

Such a procedure involves that decisions on the plan are com
pulsory1 the plan has assumed the chaNcter of a directive 
after it has been drawn up in a democratic way. The same -
14 
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uppliea to legal regulation• on the planned u•• ot material 
and moral inoentivea with a view to elaborating reali•tio 
and ambitious plans aa well aa to adhering to and overtul
filllng the plan targeta. 

On the other hand the planning ayetem 11 flexible enough to 
allow for new oond1tion• that 11187 turn up at •hort notice. 
Oaaea in polnt fllBY be e.g. the •hort-term implementation of 
opportuni t1.tu1 of rationalization, above all the ditterentiated 
fulfilment of plana in varioua •phere1 and branohe1 of the na
tional economy, and dlaturbanoe• that mq originate from :tor.
eign trade with other than •ooialiat oountrie•. 

The aaaumptlon that planning i• completed once the plan ha1 
been elaborated and that - after approval - it will be impl•
rnented no matter how aooial life keeps changing and develop
ing ia not in Hna with the realitiea ot a 1ooiali1t planned 
economy. 

Oa th~ other hand flexibilit) doe1 have it1 limit1. Th••• are 
fixed by the eoonomio reaouro•• e~d pot1ntialiti11 available 
to the national eoonomy. They may al10 re1ult from fundamental 
political and eoonomio objeotiv•• that are ~bedded in :3Jnp•ra
t:l.ve demand• regarding the aooial development an4 whioh there
fore have to be met u,noondi tionally. 

6. The feature• of plannlng mentioned above 111&1 be 1Wlllllt4 up 
in three prinoiple11 

- the prinoiple ot the unity of politio1 and eoono11111 
Por national eoono~io planning, ob••rving the olo•• oonneotion 
of politio• and eoono~ impli11 that, in all pha8•• of prepar
ing, tixing, implementing and oontrolling eoonomio ta1k1 and 
targ~t1, it i1 the int1re1t1 of the working ola•• an4 other 
working people that provide the 1tarting point from whioh to 
prooeed. A politioal approaoh ha• to be oho1en in fixing 
and 1olving eoonomio ta•k•. Eaoh 1tage ot national eoonomio 
development 1• to be 411ign1d a1 part of oTerall polioi11. 
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- the principle of democratic cent~alis~; 
What matters here is above all tG connect central state plan
ning concerning the fundamental issues of social reproduc
tion a.~d eelf-reeponeible planning in enterprises and local 
government authorities with the initiatives of the working 
people in shaping and implementing plane. The social repro
duction process can only be shaped in a conscious way pro
vided that developed socialist democracy is closely connected 
with strictly enforced and precisely operating centralism in 
jointly establishing +.he targets, implementing the taeks and 
checking on their ~ccomplishment. 

In addition to that, the principle of individual manage~ent 
and personal responsibility of the manager has to be fully 
enforced in managerial and planning activitjes, combining 
with it the active participation of working people in manag
ing and planning the part of the reproduction process con
cerned. The necessity of one-man management and personal res
ponsibility is a direct result of the requirementa of the co
operative labour process of social production. A large number 
of forms has developed for working people to participate in 
managing 81'_1d planning the national economy, such as the col
lective deliberations to prepare decisions to be made, the 
delegation of authority to decision-making, the conscious 
cooperation in preparing and implementing plane, socialist 
emulation a!.i.d democratic mass control. 

- the principle of applying scientific methods in planning; 
Planning scientifically calls for consistent orientation on 
~eality, the utilization of the economic laws of socialism 
operating, including the observance of the manifold require
ments of proportionality in the national economy and orien
tation on the national economic optimum. To achieve this, it 
is imperative to make full use of the latest results produced 
by social sciences, economics as well as natural and technical 
sciences with a view to further improving the national eco
nomic plans and perfecting national economic planning, es
pecially the methods and techniques applied. 
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7. The further development of the techniques used in plan
ning is of essential importance for further developing the 
scientific foundations of national economic planning. 

The quantitative statements made in the plan are presented in 
the form of indicators, standard. norms, balaricea and models. 
They form +.he "frame" of national economic plans and ensure 
that 

- plan tasks ar~ formulated in a sufficiently precise, de
tailed ar d unambiguous manner, 

- the plan tasks have a specific addressee, 
the consistency of the national economic plan is saf~guard
ed while observing all targets set and paying due atten
tion to given requirements of internal and external pro
portionality 

- the efficiency of national economic development can be 
measured both as a whole and in its various spheres and 

- the fulfilment of individual plan tasks can be controlled 
and given account 0£. 

Some of the ma~n problems to Ja solved at present consist in 
further developing the range of standard norms for plans, im
proving the efficiency of the eyntem of balance-sheets of ma
te~ial -(used to balance sources and uses with respect to 
specific material or commodities) and product balances (show
ing supply and use of a product); these forms of balancing 
have to be m're closely connected with the process of deci
sion-making; .1nother case in point is to apply step by step 
modern techniq~es Jf national economic modelling to practir.al 
planning. 

Ti illustrate ;his point, national economic planning in the 
GDR has gained substantial expe-ience in national economic 
input-output tables. They comprise a magnitude ranging from 
113 to 164 items and are utilized above all in five-year 
planning. Moreover, a lot of theoretical and experimental 
work is done here - as is the case in other countries - to 
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develop input-output balances coverin~ aeveral planning 
periods (dynamic input-output tables). Studies are also be
ing made to create what ie called a ".natural - value - input
output balance". Thie balance ~s to show the output and the 
use of products or groups of products in physical terms and 
simultaneously the commodity production of the vario•1s bran
ches expresse~ in tel'!I!~ of both value and price. 

All activities to dev~lop national economic balancing and 
modelling are subordinated to the demand that decisions and 
plan calculations covering various phases and spheres of 
the national economic reproduction process as well as those 
affecting variou. ~erial levels should be coordinated 
ever more closely. In the Soviet Union studies are being 
made to solve this problem; these are of great im:9ortance 
for the development of national economic planning in the 
GDR, too. They are aimed at developing an automated system 
of plan calculations which ie to be part of an overall con
cept to develop automated systems for managing and planning 
the national economy as a whole cove~ing all levels. Other 
partial systens are designed to cover planning of produc
tion, the elements of the production process and other as
pecte of national economic planning. 

8. Intensively extended reproduction is the form of propor
ttonal highly effective development of the national economy 
that is typical of socialism. It is the main way to raise 
the volume and the quality of output laying the foundation 
to satisfy the demands of the people better. 

A variety of factors influence the intensification of the re
production process. A direct influence is exerted by en~n
omizing the use of various elements of the reproduction pro

cess, namely, 
- social •orking faculties 
- means of work 
- subjects of labour. 
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Special importance is attributed to those intensifying factors 
which make social workir..g faculties, meana of work and sub
jects of labcur more effective. 

They are, among others: 
- scientific-technological advance 

the process of sociall.et economic integration of the CME~ 
countries. 

All intensifying fuctors mentioned are inseparably linked with 
one another by a process of interaction. To use them as an 
enhancement to effectiveness means to improve the quality of 

planning their interaction as well as the planned application 
of every factor. This is one of the main current problems in 
developing turther management and planning of the national 
economy. A comprehensive assessment of the results of all 
interacting factors of intensification makes high demands on 
all effectiveness ~r efficiency calculations in the process 
of planning. Comprehensive effectiveness calculations are to 
determine those national economic variants of development 
which make for an intensively extended reproduction of the 
national economy at the highest level of effectiveness. 

As a result of a careful analysis as to the level of planning 
the effectiveness of the economy, supported by a thorough 
evaluation of international experience in t~e field, an over
all concept was elaborated for the future dev~Jopment of ef
.fectiveness planning in the GDR. The major component of this 
overall concept is a pattern of indicators which is consistent
ly applied to effectiveness calculations at all levels of 
management in the national economy, together with methodolo
gical rules for determining and app~ying these indicators. 
Thus higher degrees of consistency, comparability and com
prehensiveness in establishing, assessing and planning eco
nomic effectiveness will be achieved. The effects produced 
by the different intensifying factors and their combined ap
plication are summed up in comprehensive effectiveness cal
culations. The most important criterion of intensification 
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is ra~sing the social productivity of labour, i.e. to de
crease the total expenditure of l~ving and materialized 
labour needed to produce a certain share of the national 
income which must al~o mee~ the pattern of demand. 

9. The ir.lµlementation of the "Comprehensive Programme of So
cialtet Economic Integration of the Member Cou..?J.triee of the 

Council for Mutual Economic Aid" requires the adjustment of 
all national syete~s of management and plann~ng which are 
concerned. Thie process is based on the identical political 
and economic foundation of all countries within the socialist 
community of states. The main tre11de consist in an adjust
ment of management atructuree and plaTu~ing systems ae well 

ae in utilizing commodity-money relations. 

Thie means 
- the creation of comparable structures of information con-

cerning planning and fulfilment reports, systems of indica
tors, nomenclatures, methodoligical systems, models and 

techniques, 

- the adjustment of etructuree and sequences in planning and 
balancing the economy, the structure and operation of manage
ment as well as the meare and methods of preparing and 

making decisions, 

the adjustment of the functions of economic accou~ting, the 
system of wages, salaries and monetary stimuli (bonuses), 
the formation and use of financial funds of enterprises 
and the corresponding formation of pricing and financial 

aystems. 

In the field of planning, the currently highest level of co
operation of the CMEA countries is being developed. This is 
the joint bilateral and multilateral planning of selected 
branches of industry and lines of production by the countries 
interested, which is an early form of joint international 

planning. 
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10. The development of socialist national econo~ic planning 
and its s!~~dy improvement have to be u~nerstood as a his
torical p~ocese firmly and universally embedded in the pro
cess of building and completing the sociallst order of so-
ciety. 

In the course of this process the objective foundation of 
planning is established and developed; its ultimately de
termining factors are: 

- socialist ownership of the means of production as the core 
of the new socialist relations of production, 

- socialist state power which is characterized by the rule 
of the working class led by its party and in alliance with 
the peasants and other strata of the working pop~lation, 

and 
- the level of development of the productive forces typical of 

sccialism including the formation of the material-techno
logical basis of socialism. 

The development and improvement of the foundations of plan
ning ie a steadily continuing rather than a limited process. 
Thie necessitates the continual improvement of planning. 

Thie in turn is linked with a sustained accumulation of ex
perience in the field of planning and a steadily advancing 
.enlargement of the theory of national economic planning. 

The experience gathered by the USSR in this field is of basic 
importance. The USSR is the country that first built up prac
tical systems of national economic planning. It has always 
kept exploring new theoretical and practical areas in plan
ning. The Soviet Union developed the planned management of 
the national economy immediately after the victory of the re
volution on the foundation of nationalizeu big industry, 
banks, land, foreign trade, transport and communications as 
well as the biggest trading enterprises. The establishment 
of workers' control of all enterprises of the country was 
the first step towards a deliberately organized influence 
on the course of the national economy. 
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In the USSR, between 1921 and 1928, all majo~ aspects, ele
m~nts, forms of organization and methods of socialist plan
nino were conceived in their essence and experimented in 
field work. One of the main pillars in doiiig this wae to 
work out and implement the GOELRO plan. Thia plan, meent 
to cover a period of 10 to 15 years wss not only the first 
long-term plan to exist in history, but it was alao the 
first ~iversal economic plan to include the country ae a 
whole. 

While the GOELRO plan was being wo~ked out, Lenin drew a 
number of ve-:ry imp~~tant conclusions from it for principles 
and methods of socialist management of the ~~onomy, which 
has a basic effect on-the socialist planning ayetem to the 
present day. 

These are 
- the necessity cf long-term planning covering many years 

ahead, focussing on decisive complex problems of economic 
and social development, 
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- the linking of long-term planning with current planning, 
which means that current plans have to be worked out on 
the basis of long-term planning, 

- the safeguarding of consistency of the national economi~ 
plan, which strictly coordinates and links with one another 
all plans of the different branches of production and the 
overall plan covering the tasks of the production and the 
overall plan covering the tasks of the production branches 
as well as those of the regions in their respective co
ordination, 

- the task that the calculations of the plan have not simply 
to be baaed on already existing proportions ot the economy, 
but that they have to provide for new efficient prop?rtions 
on the basis of technological-economic and social devel
opments, 



. . 

- the application of the balance principle ae the foundation 
of the planning decision which is to be me~:. 

- the observing of the principle of unity between natural 
{physical) and value terms in drafting the plan on the scale 
of the national economy as a whole, and 

- the principle that, on the one hand, the plan is compulsory 
for everyone in its implementa~ion but that, on the other 
hand, it has to be worked out in such a way as to enable 
working people to fulfil and oy~rfulfil its targets, leaving 
room, however, for new experience or conditions to be includ

ed and thus become more specified. 

In the history of planning, the full development of the so
cialist planning system wss achieved·when the first five-year 
plan (1928 - 1932) was worked out and made law. Thie was the 
beginning of the line of medium-term plane which has continued 
to the present day. The periods of operation of the second 
and third five-year plane (1933 - 1937, 1938 - 1942) brought 
a constant development and improvement of the planning system 
of the USSR. Thie is particularly related to the more com
prehenei ve and specified inclusion in overall planning o! all 
spheres of the economy, to the qualification of the balance 
method and the system of indicators as well as to the elabora
tion of a self-contained system of balances (on the basis of 
material balances, the balance of labour power, the financial 
balance and the comprehensive balance of national income) as 
dJl instrument of securing a planned proportional development 

of the economy. 

The systematic linking of state and factory plans was achieved 
by stipulating a universally applicable regulation for factory 
planning in the form of the so-called "Techpromtin" plan. It 
provlded for a self-contained, consistent regulation of tech
nol~gical, production and financial tasks in implementing the 
reproduction process of the factory concerned. 
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In the period after World War II new conditions of development 
appeared in the USSR. Their expression was an accelerated 
growth of social production and the productive forces used 
as well as a higher degree of specification in the require
ments of society. Bew demands arose from accelerated mechan
ization of agriculture and the rapidly growing application of 
science to social production. 

Internationally, the early stages of the scientific-techn~logi
cal revolution were beginning to be felt and added new aspects 
to the world-wide struggle between socialism and imperialism. 

Considering these new conditions, it was necessary to utilize 
to the full all possibilities tha socialist order of society 
has to offer by an efficient use of management, planning and 
economic stimuli as well as to concentrate on these possibili
ties to achieve the highest p~saible growth n&tes of labour 
productivity and the effectiveness of the national economy. 
This required a higher degree of versatility of planned manage
ment and orientation mainly towards qualitative indicators, 
but also a higher quality of linking top-leval state planning 
and management of the national economy with the creative ini
tiatives and responsibilities of factories, regions, collec
tives and individual workere. To achieve this objective, 
further development and broader application of eoonomic ac
counting and material incentives as a constituent elem~nt of 
socialist planned econOJll1' was n~ees•&rJ'· On the whole, a 
ayatematio approach wae needed to improve the planned •en•ge
ment of the national econOJll1'• Thia implied, to aome degree, 
the exploration of a number of new fields. 

Thus difterent atepa toward.a improving the •1•t•• ot plaAD•4 
manage .. nt of the national eooDOJl1' were tkeoretioall7 at1141ed 
and partlJ im:ple .. nted in practice iD the USSR between 1957 
and 1964. 
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On the basis of the results obtained and supported by thorough 
scientific diPcusaion the USSR, in the early 60'a, prepared 
the elaboration of a comprehensive outline of a steady gradual 
improvement in the system of planned ma.nacement of the national 
economy. The steps required were adopted in 1965. In essenct, 
they were: 

- more qualified application of the principle of democrat:!.c 
centraliam in managing the economy using the production 
principle, red~ction of the number cf menagement levels to
gether with increased individual responsibilities of aco
nomic units within the scope of state planning, 

- increased role of long-term basic planniLg data, specifical
ly the role of the five-year rlan, while reducing the number 
of co~pulsory indicators in ;lane and strengthening the ef
fects of indicators aiming at higher effectiveness and pro
portionality, 

- more intense linking of planned management by the state with 
full appli,.:ation of ecor.omic accounting·e.nd wider utiliza
tion of material incentives, 

- systematic and gradual introduction of _the overall ayate~ of 
planned management of up-to-date meana 81'.d method& in deci
sion-making and the control of economi~ processes. 

There in a close relationship between more improved aystems of 
planned management and the creation and general introduction of 
~utomated management systems, coapled with the setting-up of 
an automated system of plan calculations. 

11. As a reault of World War II powerwas taken over by the 
people in a number of countrie• and - on that basis - the way 
of socialist de•elop11ent waa oho•en. Por theae countries, 
the atudy of experieace gathered in theSoTiat Union - to
gether with it• acti•e he~p in ll&D7 fol'llS - meant a much 
easier way towards aol'Ying the proble1D8 of aociali•t ool18t.nio
tion. 
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In all these countries, elements of a planned economy devel
oped. In Poland, a three-year plan 1946 - 1949 and a sub
sequent six-year plan were adopted, in Czechoslovakia it was 
the two-year plan 1946 - 1947 and five-year pl'lll from 1949 
onwards, in Bulgaria 1 t mu1 a two-yee;r plan 1~47 - 1948 :fol
lowed b7 the five-year plan 194~ - 1953, in Hungary it was a 
three-year plan 1947 - 1949 with a five-year plan :following 
between 1950 and 1954, Yugoslavia adopted a five-year plan 
tor 1947 - 1952. In the GDR planning developed from the 
quarterl7 and monthly planning in the years 1946/47, which 
was carried on to the half-year plan of 1948 and the two-year 
plan of 1949 - 1950 to become homogeneous state national eco
nomic planning. 

In acc~rdanoe with the provisions of the Potsdam Agreement 
whioh stipulated the gradual establishment of a democratic 
state machinery, starting from the bottom level, 1.n Germany, 
the first planning organs were set up as early as in the sum
mer Qnd autumn of 1945 as decentralized units working at the 
economic departments of the five provincial governments. In 

July, 1947 the first central economic management organ was 
founded, the Economic Commission for Germany, whose depart
ment o~ economie planniD& was responsible for coordinating 
the plans of the provincial governments. When the GDR was 
founded in 1949, first a Ministry of Planning was establish
ed, which was promoted to the State Planning Commission in 
Bovember, 1959, thus distinguishing it from the other minis
tries. 

Thia first period in the development of a GDR planned econo~ 
waa characterized by quick and oompreheneiv• acquisition of 
Soviet experience in the field of organiaati~n and methodolo11 
of national economic planning. Thank• to the overall applica
tion of the balance m~thod it wa• po••ible to ••tabli•h a 
complex balance, on the b .. ia of •o .. )00 important product 
itema, in the 1948 half-7ear plan an4 the two-7ear plan of 
1949 - 1950. 
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Pollowing a directive from the German Economic Commission in 
1948, so-called planning committees were set up at the fac
tories. Two-third.a ot the seats on the committees were held 
by factoey workers. The committees were given the task of 
organising the necessaey steps derived from the plan target• 
and of working out plan proposals. All a result of this 
first generally organized form of worker11' part:'cipation in 

planning and management activities a stock of ~~erienced 
planning staff developed in nationally-owned factories. This 
made it possibl•, in the autulln of 1950, to lint the pattern 
of national economic planning organically 8llcl 1179tematioally 
with planning at facto17 leTel by a decree on the introduc
tion of factory plana for nationally-owned enterprise•. 

Similar enda were achieved by introducing, late in 1951, the 
so-called "general system of contracts" and, early in 1952, 
by the steps taken to introduce the principle of econollio 
accounting in nationally-owned enterprises. 

Since these yeal'll, the system of national economic planning in 
the GDR has been gradually enlarged while adapting it to the 
changing internal and external conditions. Milestone• along 
thia way were the final victory of socialist relation• of 
production, in 1961/62, in all spheres of the national eoono1111 
after the triumph ot ~~cialilllll also in agriculture and the 
closing, in 1961, of the Western state border of the GDR, 
which finally eliminated the serious imperialist disturbances 
directed to our economic and social development. 

The decisions of the 8th Party Oongreas of the Socialist Unity 
Party of Germany (June 1971) are the atarting point tor a 
systematic and comprehensive future development of our plan
ned socialist economy. Thia holds particularly true of the 
main objective of our policy that defines the steadily in
creasing satisfaction of the people's needa, the continuing 
rise in material and cultural living standards of the people, 
as the baaia for all activities of planning and management•1h. 
the economy. Thia economic main task has been formulated on 
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the foundation of the basic economic law of socialism. The 
above-mentioned facts are closely connected with the orienta
tion towards intensification of production as the main way 
to increase the effectiveness of the national economy ae 
well as towards organically linking the scientific-techno
logical revolution with the advantages cf the socialist eco
nomic system. 

12. The ultimate criterion when jud.6ing the quality of plan
ning under socialism is to assess the success the socialist 
countries have achieved in their social, socio-political and 
economic development. 

It has been possible, on the basis of a growing and ever more 
efficient national economic potential, to achieve a continual 
rise in the material and cultural living standards of the 
people. Constantly high and rising rates of growth in pro
duction and productivity are matched by stable prices for 
consumer goods, a supply of consumer goods rising at a more~ 
than-average rate and ever more comprehensive socio-political 
achie'V'dments. 

The following figures illustrate this trend for the GDR: 

!!!,.~.:15e rate of growth per annum 

1261l126~ 1266l12l0 
per cent 

produced national income ).4 5.2 
produced national income 
per capita ).7 5.2 
investments 4.9 9.9 
volume of fixed aaaeta (overall) ).9 ).5 

within productive sphere 6.1 4.9 
total labour force (overall) - 0.1 0.2 

within productive sphere - 0.3 0 

retail sales (overall) 2.6 4.6 
industrial oont1umer good• 2.8 5.5 

foreign trade turnover 6.0 9.9 
conaumer retail prices 0 0 
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The trends deducible from this have continued in the years 
after 1970, and this development is taking place in condi
tions of absolute social security; unemploJ'Dlent, lagging or 
distorted education levels or similar phenomena are alien to 
socialism. The achievements of socialist planned ecoro~ are 
even more conspicuous when contrasted with the resulta of eco
nomic development under capitalism/imperialism. With infla
tion going strong for years and the wretched state of the 
capitalist world monetary system, with rising coats of living 
and heavy unemploJ'Dlent aggravated, particularly in 1974/1975, 
by a net decline in production and investments, there are 
typical signs of the inability of monopoly capital to master 
the pressing problems and tasks of the scientific-technological 
revolution and to guarantee to their peoples a quality of life 
that makes possible the unimpeded growth of man's creative 
spirits in the interest of a social development full of hap
piness and prosperity. 

+++++ 
The main characteristics of national economic planning under 
socialism and their main trends of improvement are reflected 
in detail e.g. in the fields of production and investment 
planning. Some of the main relevant aspects are: 

1. Social production is the central sector of the reproduction 
process of the national econoJD1'. Por this reason, planning 
social production has to play a central part in long-term and 

medium-term plans as well as in the annual national economic 
plans. 
Its task is, among others, 
- to plan and balance the supply of products and services con

sidering the different kinds of products, branches of pro
duction and sources ot supply as well as to plan and balan
ce the distribution of production output considering the 
different branches of conaumption and different ua~e (in 
production, con8UJ1Ption, export etc.) to which products go, 
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- to work out and atipulate, which YOlume and structure of 
labour, mean.a of work {toole etc.) and 1111bjects of labour 
(material) are required to achieve thia production output. 

Due to national economic interdependence, both tasks condi
tion eaoh otherz Production output ct different branches be
comes produoti~n uee of subjects of labour or it becomes the 
ae&DB of work in other bl'Bllohee (prod~otion of means of pro
duction), and, on the o'ther hand, the production of con11umer 
goodll baa to guarantee a rieing level of consumption for 
people world.ng in all branches and spheres of the national 
eoono117 and for the entire population generally. 

Thus the planning of production is a decisive condition of 
eecuring a proportional development of the national econoJll1'. 

2. To accomplieh this task, the main concern when planning 
production output has to be ita material volume and the struc
ture of the latter according t~ kinds or groups of products. 
In some casea, planning is possible in natural unite (physical 
units) e.g. electric power, cement, lignite extraction etc.). 

It this kind ot planning ia not applicable due to the va. •iety 
ot kinda ot products within one product group, the volume of 
production must be stated in aggregate terms, i.e. in terms 
ot prices. In national economic planning of the GDR, planned 
and fixed prices are used for this purpose which ls the way 
to describe the development of the physical volume of produc
tion. Production plans are first worked out on the basis of 
planned and fixed prices which are then adjusted to actual 
prices. 

). The industrial branches and enterprises receive plan tasks 
and targets concerning the production output the7 have to con
tribute. 
These ares 
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- overall indicators concerning production output aa a whole 

and 
selective data concern.ins; the output of certain kinda of 

products. 

These taeka or targets have the character of restrictions in 
planning and practical economic activity in the industrial 

branches and enterprises. 

In the course of planning it is the task of branches and enter
prises to specify these data and to prepare the necessary de
tailed contractual agreements (sales or delivery contracts on 
products and services) with their prospective customers. 

As a result of these activities the detailed production plan 
of the enterprise ia composed. It is the main element of the 
plan of the enterprise as a whole, and is approved together 

with it. 

The control of whether the production plan is being fulfilled 
is exercised, besides varied operative methods, through a 
wide-ranging system of production r~ports (production statis-

~ics). 

4. To produce the output planned, corresponding production 
facilities are required. Their existence is in turn tied to 
the existence of corresponding fixed assets (equipment, build-

ings, installations). 

Intensively extended reproduction of fixed assets ia one of 
the major factors to be able to produce a growing material 
volume with rising productivity and falling costs per product 
unit. The planning of fixed assets reproduction cannot be 
limited to the planning of investments. It has to include 

such fields as 
- the planning of the rate of utilization, and its increment 

in fixed assets, 
the planning of fixed assets maintenance in the interest of 
their permanent operation and their functional reliability, 
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which has to be linked with modernizing existing fixed as

sets, and 
- the planning of discarding in particular those fixed assets 

which are technologically obsolete or physically used up or 
which have been inau:ffi~iently utilized. 

The different aspects of fixed assets reproduction (utili~a
tion, maintenance, discarding, investments) have to be ef
ficiently coordinated so aa to achieve the necessary produc
tion and productivity targets with minimum expenditure. 

5. Wh&n planning investments, which is embedded in the com
plex planning of fixed assets, attention must be focussed on 
material-physical output to be achieved in the interest of 
the development a.~d modernization of 
as well as the rise in productivity. 
production planning. 

production capacities 
Thie is similar to 

In improving turther national econom:f.c planning in the GDR, 
great efforts are being made to enlarge cspaoit7 planning in 
the factories in connection with fixed assets and investment 
planning. The intention is to extend this process to,the 
other stages of the L.nagement and planning system up to top
level planning; there, however, it has to be concent1-ated on 
selected kinda of products. The establishment of a national 
~conomic system of capacity planning is aimed at finding bet
ter substantiated approaches to developing fixed assets and 

the investments required for the purpose. 

To serve the interest of increasing orientation of investment 
towards productivit7, the branches and enterprises receive 
data on the number of workers to be saved b7 investments. The 
labour power which is set free is needed to man new jobs 
which have been created by other inveatmenta. 

On the other hand, the branches and enterprises are set tasks 
and targets concerning material goods and services (equipment 
and building work) which are made available to them to realize 
their investment• in the plan period. 
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These tasks and targets too, haYe the character of restric
tione on the branches and enterprises, from which they have 
to start when working out their respective plans. 

6. Parallel to overall planning of inYestment for the nation
al economy as a whole and its branches and enterprises or 
other economic units, and in close connection with it, the 
planning of preparation and realization of investment pro
jects takes place. 

The aim is not, however, to break down full long-term and 
medium-term plans into individual pr"'jects before the begin
ning of the plan period, this would unnecessarily restrict 
the flexibility of t~e plan. 

Specification of medium-term plans regarding individual pro
jects is only made, at the stage of working out the plan, in 
the case of projects which have far-reaching national eco
nomic importance and require special expenditure for their 
realization. They are specifically included in a plan of 
investment preparation as individual items and, at the later 
stages of the planning process, in so-called items lists. On 

the basis of the indicators in this plan it is possible to 
examine in advance, among other things: 
- What effects these projecte have on the development of the 

volume and structure of production as well as exports and 

imports, 
- how many and which new jobs are created by these invest

ments and whether these jobs can be manned, 
- which raw and other materials are required to put the new 

equipment into production, 
which material and financial expenditure have to be made 
for implementing these orojects, 

- which effects do they have on the development of effective
ness in production of the branches and the national economy 

as a whole. 
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In this way these projects can be well aligned to national 
economic proportionality requirements and can thus be made 
part of the economic balance. 

The example illustrates, however, that proper substantiation 
of necessity and expediency of investment projects and their 
implementation are in the last instance only possible when 
the nati~nal economic reproduction process in its full scope 
is planned in a complex way. Investment preparation plans 
are made more precise by the items lists, which are a central 
part of the national economic investment plan. 

Investment projects are not included in the items lists be
fore their preparation is completed t~ a high degree before 
the preparatory documentation is approved and a decision on 
principle is made on the investment project planned. 

7. Preparation and implementation of investment projects may 
be managed and planned in different ways based on their na

tional economic importance. 

A number of investment projects is under the control of the 
Council of Ministers; for a greater number of projects res
ponsibility rests with the ministers co~cerned. The fac
tories make independent decisions on an t·ven wider range of 
investments which often require relatively low expenditure, 
but may result in considerable effete in rationalizing social 

production. 

Thia procedure makes aure that, on the one hand, smooth pre
paration and implementation ot investment projects important 
to national economic structural development and to further 
raising productivity and efficiency ot social production is 
guaranteed and that, on the other hand, baaed on the initiative 
and detailed knowledge ot workere and enterprises, all oppor
tunities ot rationalizing the production process are made use 
of. It ia one of the major concern ot investment plane in 
the entet"priaea, branches and the national economy aa a whole 
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to find the beat combination of projects on large, medium 
and small sca~es and to 3lign them properly to the propor
tionality of ~he national economy. 

8. A continued improvement in the planning of fixed assets 
and investments necessitates the further enlargement of 
long-term planning which duly considers all requirements and 
consequences emanating from socialist economic integration. 

Long-term planning is of specific importance to this field 
because 
- the setting-up of new fixed assets may require considerable 

periods of time and 
- the utilization of newly established fixed assets normally 

extends over sev9ral five-year plan periods. 

The step-by-step extell8ion of long-term planning too, is an 
expression.as well as a result of the continual improvement 
of the ecientifici foundation of planning undpr socialism. 
This process is also linked with a permanent rise in the 
quality levels of compulsory and indicative planning indices 
which express fundamental requirements of national economic 
reproduction. These indicators are subject to steady improve
ment by means of long-term, medium-term and short-term plan
ning, finally they become state plan tasks themselves. Thie 
is similar to extending the basis of standard norms of na
tional economic planning which includes, of course, alee 
the planning of production, fixed assets and investments. 

Ag.-Wr. 614/133/16 (204) 
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